
March 22, 1982

Professor Andre Weil
School of Mathematics
Institute for Advanced Study

Dear Andre:

Just a short note to thank. you for the
copy of your talk to the Tllustees on April
1, 1960. I enjoyed reading it very much,
and was pleased to learn that IBUch of what
I have been saying to the Trustees and others
in talking about the Institute echos your own
judgments. It is cOlllforting snd supportive
to discover in a scholar of your distinction
one's own intuitive understanding and beliefs.

With warm regards.

Sincerely yours,

Harry Woolf
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Talk to the Trustees of the Institute for Advanced study by

Andre Weil, April 1, 1960.

As the Director says, I am a relative nevcomer. I have as yet

only quite hazy notions about the nature and functions of the Institute

as a whole. I think it is my duty as a professor of the Institute.

to acquire some ideas and some views on those matters, but two years

is rather a short time. But I have quite clear and definite views about

the nature and functions of the School of Mathematics, in the narrow

sense, meaning mathe.:natics and excluding physics, for the simple reason

that ever since the Institute was started, I had quite close contact, some

times directly, sometimes indirectly, with mathematics and the mathematicians

at the Institute. I·lany of the people who have been here have been among my

closest friends; I vas a member here myself in 1936; also, it has been

impossible to keep in touch with the mathematics of the last 30 years

without at the same time being in close contact with the mathematics at

the Institute. This means that I am going to invade the province of my

colleagues the historians, because the history of the mathematical school

of the Institute, is an essential chapter of the history of modern mathelll!ltics,

and the two cannot be dissociated. It is unt\'linkable that anyone would write.

the history of mathematics in the 20th centu-~ without devoting a large portion

of it either to the Institute, or to the mathematics which have been done

at the Instit.ute, which comes very much to the same thing.

The first point to keep in mind (a very gratifying one to a mathematician)

is that even now, in spite of anything you may hear to the contrary, mathematics

has remained one subject. If you ever hear anyone saying "ha:t mathematics has

split up into a number of fragments which are isolated from one another, this

is simply not true. Of course, there are men who have spec1nlized in such a

narrow corner of mathematics as to become quite unable to understand what

has been going on in some other corner. llevertheless, mathematics has remained

a unified subject. Incidentally, in science it seems to be the one subject

which has preserved a continuous tradition. It has a solid, continuous history,

of say, tventy-five hundred years. It started much earlier than that, but

twenty-five hundred years is the period of continuity during which there has

been no interruption. There have been considerable slowdowns, in the Roman

period, in the l-liddle Ages, but not interruptions. It has remained unified

in the sense that mathematicians, at least good mathematicia~~, from whatever
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branch they come, still understand each other, and think along parallel

lines. Of course, the temperament of an algebraist is not that of an

analyst, and everyone has his own personal preferences. But it is all one

subject, and it constantly happens that classifications break down; whatever

barriers appear at one stage between the various braches of mathematics, they

have a way of collapsing, and then thi.Dgs get sub-divided in a quite different

manner ten or twenty years later; some of the most important progresses in

mathematics, say over the last hundred years, have come about precisely like

that, through penet~ation from one brach of mathematics into another, so that

a constant interchange of ideas between all branches is essential.

Even a hundred years ago, certainly a hundred and fifty years ago, the

same applied to mathematics and theoretical physics. It was part of the

business of a mathematician to know as much as there was to know in those

days about th~oretical physics, and the people who by temperament were theoretical

physicists had to know practically all that was then going on in mathematics.

Here a barrier has appeared which, at any rate at the moment, seems essential.

We mathematicians do not profess to understand anything, we are completely

ignorant, so far as theoretical physics are concerned, and the converse is

true. We may occasionally make an effort - of course it is very interesting

to have theoretical physicists physically close to us, and to hear them talk

since they do try to talk to us someti:mes; but it does not seem to be particularly

informative so far as our actual work is concerned. But within mathematics

(pure mathematics as some people prefer to say), there is absolutely no barrier,

and it is essential that a constant inter.change of ideas should take place.

This need has always been there, all the time through the history of

mathematics. Presumably, in the time of Archimedes, it was there, whatever

machinery there may have been to satisfy it in those days;certainly it was

there in the nineteenth century. There has to be some spot where the inter

change of ideas takes place. Persor~l correspondence has always played an

important role, The correspondence of Newton, that of Leibniz, of Bernoulli,

are an essential part of the history of mathematics in their time. But physical

communication has always been even more important. It has always been necessary

for the progress of mathematics that there should be somewhere a physical

location for a clearing house in mathematical ideas. In the nineteenth

century, immediately after the Napoleonic wars, the clearing house was Paris,
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When Abel or Dirichlet wanted to hear what was going on in the branches of

mathecatics of special interes~ to them, they came to Paris. This, roughly

speaking, vent on until around l880, when "G8ttingen came into prominence;

it beca'lle the main clearing house, while a secondary center subsisted in

Paris; this lasted until the first vorld var. Arter that, for about ten years,

G8ttingen vas the only place to play that role; somehow Paris had disappeared

from the picture.

When Hitler came to pm~er, "G8ttingen collapsed. By a very lUCky accident,

this, as you Y~Ow, was precisely the time when Flexner created this Institute.

In doing so, Flexner chose to give particular prominence to mathematics, for

a number of reasons vhich it is not fo= me to try to guess. There must have

been in his mind one obvious consideration Which, it seems to me, was a very

sensible one, namely, that mathematics is probably, nowadays, the field vhere,

with a given outlay of money, you can get the most far-reaching results. This

is quite obviOUS, because mathematics depend~ only upon salaries and a rather

modest library, nothing like the libraries which historians require in order

to do their work; nothing like the experimental apparatus required by physicists,

chemists and so on. ~latheJll.atics, as I said, takes a comparatively very small

outlay of m0,.;:;,- ,,;::;- head, so tOo say, to achieve =xi.mum results. A!:!"!.., of course,

the timing was very fortunate, becalli>e G8ttingen, and German science in general,

had jlJ.S~ collapsed, so that Fl=er could draw upon the people who tad to leave

Germany at that time, such men as Von I'eUlllsnn and Hermann Weyl. I think Hermann

Weyl ia really the man who made the mathe.'1latics at the Institute what it is,

because of many qualities that he had, but particularly because, being a true

pupil of Hilbert, he shared that belief which I have expressed to you, that

mathematics is one science, a unified SUbject, and must go on as SUCh. ft~d

he organized things here, or rather he refrained from organizing things, he

created "tr.ings here in that spirit.

lioq, since 1932 (it took a few yea~s to get started, so it would be mo~e

accurate to say since arou.nd 1935), !'rinceton has played its role as t!J.e main

clearing ho~se for mathe~tics in the world. In recent years (for the last

seven or €i~!J.t y~~rs "C ..... .,.."". -~-)
- -- ........,!:' ... P-~is has aGain becone a world center in the same

sense, not quite the equal of Princeton, but also very important. "'hat I wa.nt

to emphasize is that it is absolutely essential for the progress of mathematics

that there should be such a center, that it is very fortunate for mathematics

that suc!J. a center has appeared in Prince"on, that it is there, and, so far
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as one can see, there is every reason why jt; should go on being there. The

only shadow in this picture is that of the communications with so-called iron

curtain coun-tries. Now we have good communications with Poland, at any rate;

Polish mathematicians do come here to our and their mutual benefit. So far

we have not had a single Russian mathematician, and all our effort in that

direction has not led to anything; this is too bad, because they need contact

with such a clearing house just as much as we do. They know it very well, and

I am quite sure that they deplore the fact that they CE.!l!lot use it. They do

have their O"lffi internal clearing house in Moscow, but that is not enough to

give them full contact with world mathe.matics.

llow, to describe the way in which this center, this clea,;-1ng house, is

actually fun:.tioi-ng, i s quite easy. Bu"t first, - it must be quite clear too you

that what is essential to our clearing house is not so much the people who are

here permanently as the people who come here for periods of, sometimes one

term, more frequently two terms, occasionally two years. So, the essential

thing in the Institute, as I see it, is the temporary member. The permanent

faculty plays an essential role in several ways. 01' course, there is the work

they are doing, but that goes without saying, and where'~er they would be they

'Would presumably do more or less the same work. -If, occasionally, there is

a man on the faculty who thinks of the Institute as an ivory tower, wnen, he

can shut hilIlself up in his study and do his work undisturbed by the outside

'World, that is fine. We can well afford to have occasic:,ally a = of that,

type if he is of the proper caliber. But he does not contribute anything

special to the life of the Institute. Such a man just has to be left alone.

Apart fro:n such people, who, naturafly, .!ill occur from time to 1;ime, and for

'Whom I have, of course, a great respect, the essential role of the permanent

faculty, it seems to me, is to serve as nuclei around which temporary '30nstellations

of temporarf m~~ers will gather; it is to establish a contac"t between the

temporary mem~ers. Sometimes, when they come here, they have no"'; eyen a

common language to begin with; usu.ally they know s'Jme English, bu"t sometimes

not too much. Apart from such unavoidable lang<-lage difficulties, it can very

well happen that the ideas of one man are highly relevant to the vor~ of another,

but they do not know it, and "they may never discover it unless there is someone,

preferably someone on the permanent faculty to tell them. That is C:le of the

best things that a faculty member can do; he knows about those people, because

he has taken part in appointing them; so he is in the best position to put them

in contact 'lith each other, and tell A, "llOY, you shoul<i hear 'What B has to
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say". Of course, this also happens through ini'ormal contacts, through lectures,

through seminars; there are lots of ways in which this can happen, but we have

to act as catalysts, whenever possible, to favor that.

Of course, we also have a basic role in making the selection of those

temporary members, and, in order to do that, it is essential that we know what

is going on in mathematics, in all fields of mathematics. Up to a point,

coverage of the various branches of mathematics is far less important to us than

it is in a university. A university must have a man, for instance, to teach

algebra, or to teach partial differential equations, and if they do not have

a man of the proper caliber, since the teaching has to be done, they take the

next best person. We would not do th3t. We are all agreed that we would not

and should not do that; but whenever possible, it is very desirable, and even

important, that we have between ourselves, within the permanent faculty, a

reasonably complete coverage, so as to have some idea between ourselves of what

is going on in all branches of mathematics, and to be in a position to send

for the people who are doing really advanced work in all directions; naturally,

this also requires a certain amount of judgment, which we hope to possess;

otherwise we are doomed to failure.

Here I have a list of mathematicians, the temporary members for this year;

I hli-ve broken it down into categories, and this gives, I think, a fairly good

picture of the work we are doing. I have divided it up into Americans up to the

age of 32, Americans above the age of 32, and foreigners. Let us begin with

the foreigners. That· is where our role as a clearing house for mathematical

ideas is most prominent, and this is inseparable from our role in world mathematics.

Our foreign members, by and large, are the most prominent people, doing the most

ad,~nced work, in every direction, all over the world, wherever and whenever we

can get hold of them. ].Ie have absolutely no rule in our School, no mechanical

criteria of selection. For instance, we do not say:"This man has. no permanent

job, therefore we cannot have him, because that would be dangerous, we might be

stuck with him." \'Ie just do not care. "e invite whomever we want. As I said,

the Russi~~s, unfortUL3tely, hnve not responded.. Eve~"here else, we have no

problems. Firstly it is generally considered an honor, allover the world, to

receive an invitation to the Institute; secondly, and this is more significant,

there is hardly any =ther..atician in the world vho is not quite sure that there

1s a great deal for him to learn in Princeton that he would find it hard to

learn anY;lhere else; so it 1s very unusual, when "Ie want to have somebody here,

that he should not respond. Maybe he says, "I cannot come next year; I prefer

to come the year after that". But he comes. This incidentally, was a decisive
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factor in my decision to leave Chicago and come to the Institute. There were

other factors; but there-is nothing so pleasant _to me, I must say, as to think

that whenever there is a man anywhere, be it in France, be it in Japan, be it

in Scandinavia, whose work interests me, I do not have to go to him; I just tell

my colleagues, "This is en interesting man, who is doing interesting work in such

and such a field". And then he is invited. It is automatic. It is automatic

as long as I show reasonably good jucigment, of course. If the man I recommended

was considered by my colleagues as a flop, then they would certainly not let

me have my way about him; but this bas not happened to me yet.

Now the majority of our foreign members are very distinguished people,

each one in his particular branch, and contacts with them are likely to be

exceedingly fruitful. Occasionally we elso make some invitations under the heading

"Aid to underdeveloped countries". We invite a man who is not so prominent,

not so active, but who is isolated. We think it is very important that a man

who is working as a teacher in a scientifically underdeveloped country should

have a chance to discover wbat is going on in world mathematics, and then go

back home; even if he does not do much active work himself, he can pass this

knOWledge on to his students, and we hope that there will be a better man turning

up later, as a consequence of that. Occasionally we elso get a very young man

from a foreign country if he shows sufficient precise, even though he may not

have much to his credit in the way of actual achievements; but that is rather

an exception.

~ow I come to the P~ericans. Last year there were about 24 foreigners,

19 Americans below 32, 16 Americans above 32; roughly, therefore, the three

groups are about equal. _ What is the role of the Institute in American mathematics,

as distinguished from world matheoatics? This role is no less essential;

in fact, if one looks at the Institute purely from the American angle, its use

fulness is even more striking. I think you will get an idea of this if I tell

you that there are very few mathematicians of any distinction in this country

who have not spent so~e of their young years, one year, more frequently two

years, at the Institute. They may not have co:oe always on our funds. Very fre

quently, Il:ore and. more so in recent ycars, they come with nSF fellowships,

or other support. But we are making no distinction; this purely financial

distinction is of importance to the people who make the budget; it is of no

importance at all to the IIl3the=ticians. So those young men are esseJJt:.ially the

young men in American mathematics who give some promise of becoming somebody.

Of course, there we have much less data to go by, and therefore, we have much

more frequently to take a chance; that means that the rate of efficiency
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of the system is less; the proportion of flops is much greater. This is part

of the system; ....e do not have to regret it. If we were to exclude all the young

men of whom we are not quite certain that· they would become distinguished

mathematicians, then perhaps ....e would not have any at all, or extremely few.

We can do much better by taking a proportionately rather large group of young

American mathematicians, giving them the chance of coming here into contact

with all that is best in world mathematics (incidentally also with ourselves,

with the faculty, but that may 1).ot be so important). Then, given that chance,

it is up to them to take it up and show what they can do; and I think on the

whole that we have every reason to be pleased with the results; it is not only

that, in all American universities, most of the serious mathematicians are people

who have spent some time at the Institute; but I am sure there are few of them

who would not honestly say that the time they spent at the Institute has be~n

a decisive influence; and to verify this, one has only to see how often, when

they have a student of some real promise, their advice to this young man is

"Go to the Institute". In recent years, a young American mathematician who

wants to learn more than he could learn from his oY.Il professors, who wants to

broaden his ideas, has had t.he cho~ce between going to Princeton or going abroad,

frequently to France, occasionally to Germany, depending on his field. Alsp,

with federal support, contract money, and so on, it has become mU~h easier

for such a young nan to go to places like Harvard or Berkeley; but even now

there is no place where a young mc.n hE.s ~uite .he SBJIle opportu.nity of coming

into contact with the best in world m.s.thema.tics, as he gets in :?rinceton.

About the third group, "here is much less·to say. It consists of tee more

mature American mathematicill.ns; they mostly com.e to Pr:Lnceton becau.6e they have

already been there in their younger years; they know what to expect. They happen

to have sabbatical leave or some other opportunity for doing work undisturbed

for a year; such p=ople divide th~elves, roughly speaking.• bctween Europe and

Princeton. It goes without saying that they are SJ:1ong the most rlistinguished

people in American mathematics; tr.a.ny of them lll9.ke the same important contributions

that the foreigners make. I put them into a different ca.tegory, because

practically all the forei&-'1'=I"s h3.ve to come here on our init.iative, and our

funis; so, of courzc, ~C:l C'.lr 1'=i " of vie, the lr,,-chinery is rather different.

The foreigners have to be invited; we have to offer stipends to them, whereas

in the case of the Americans, what I:lostly happens is that we get a letter, "Next

year I have a ~abbatical, or a Guggenheim felloYship, or a contract; I do not

require any support; I should like to spend a year as a m=ber at the Institute".

And the request is granted as a matter of course if the man has any distinction

at all as a mathcmal;ician.
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This seems to complete what I had to say. /faybe one small thing more,

which touches on our method in selecting the people we bring here.. Particularly

in recent years, we try to make ourselves more useful by bringing about temporary

constellations, as I said, in this or that subject. This is more delicate than

just inviting the best men we can find in every direction. We make some

additional effort to combine things so that, if during the next two or three

years we expect to invite some men who are working in one particular direction,

those invitations are synchronized; we try to avoid that a man should come here,

as has happened repeatedly before and say, "Well, it is too bad this other person

is coming here next year, and I did not know it. I should have preferred to

wait another year and be in contact with him". Then, having those temporary

constellations in various directions, things arrange themselves automatically.

Mo organizing effort is necessary or desirable. Automatically people with a.

common interest will arrange seminars, lectures, or get together informally,

according to what may appear most profitable to them. I could mention some of

the seminars that have been going on this year on this or that branch; they were

of the highest possible interest to those who took part in them; but to hear

details abort them would be of no interest to you at all, I am sure, so I think

I will stop now.

roST6CRIPr

During the discussion 'which followed the talk, the question was raised

whether (assuming adequate financial resources) the School of l·:athematics

might increase its usefulness by having more teinporary members. /flY answe.r

was in the negative. This, of course, reflects only my personal views, but I

believe it would be shared by most of my colleagues. Given the present state

of American and world mathematics, we are inviting as many temporary members

as 'lie care to •. Sone of us, occasionally, may find themselves favoring a

slight increase, w~lc so~e may feel t~At a slightly more restrictive policy

than is followed now could work to our advantage; but the percentages involved

in such disagreements are small. To me, at any rate, any substantial

dep:lrture frOI:l our present n=bers is unthin)'-:>ble as long as the general

picture, in l-cric~n c.::d. ,,;;~r::i. :.:::.tr..~=:l.ticsJ rc:"~1n~ core or less 'uh:lt it 1s now.

:Vinally, I 11ish to repair here one important omission (in my talk and

the ensuing discussion). Speaking of the Institute, I made no mention of

the University and of our relations with it. Of' course the mathematical

center in Princeton would not at all be what it is, and we could not function
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as we do, if there were not here, side by side with us, a University with

a strong department of mathematics. In this respect, too, l"lexner showed

his wisdom, by creating the Institute, not in a vacuum, but as a next-door

neighbor to Princeton University. Of our relations with our colleagues

and with the students there, there is nothing to say except that "happy

people have no history". We share seminars, lectures, library facilities,

scientific information with them; our relations with them, personal and

scientific, are close, free and informal; our best hope is that things

\/'ill go on like that in the future and there is every reason to expect that

they will.
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Talk to the Trustees of the Institute for Advanced Study by Professor

Andre Weil, April 1, 1960.

As the Director says, I am a relative newcomer. I have as yet

only quite hazy notions about the nature and functions of the Institute

as a whole. I think it is my duty as a professor of the Institute

to acquire some ideas and some views on those matters, but two years

is rather a short time. But I have quite clear and definite views about

the nature and functions of the School of Mathematics, in the narrow

sense, meaning mathematics and excluding physics, for the simple reason

that ever since the Insti"ute was started, I had quite close contact, some

times direc ly, sometimes indirectly, with mathematics and the mathematicians

at the Institute. Many of the people who have been here have been among my

closest friends; I was a member here myself in 1936; also, i" has been

impossible to keep in touch with the mathematics of the last 30 years

without at the same time being in close contact with the mathematics at

the Institute. This means that I am going to invade the province of my

colleagues the historians, because the history of the mathematical school

of the Institute, is an essen"ial chapter of the history of modern mathematics,

and the two cannot be dissociated. It. is unthinkable that anyone would write

the history of mathematics in the 20th century without devoting a large portion

of it either to the Institute, or to the mathematics which have been done

at the Institute, which comes very much to the same thing.

The first point to keep in mind (a very gratifying one to a mathematician)

is that even now, in spite of anything you may hear to the contrary, mathematics

has remained one subject. If you ever hear anyone saying that mathematics has

split up into a number of fragments which are isolated from one another, this

is simply no" true. Of course, there are men who have specialized in such a

narrow corner of mathematics as to become qui"e unable to understand what

has been going on in some other corner. Nevertheless, mathematics has remained

a unified subject. Incidentally, in science it seems to be the one subject

which has preserved a continuous tradition. It has a solid, continuous history,

of say, twenty-five hundred years. It started much earlier than that, but

twenty-five hundred years is the period of continuity during which there has

been no interruption. There have been considerable slowdowns, in the Roman

period, in the Middle Ages, but not interruptions. It has remained unified

in the sense that mathematicians, at least good mathematicians, from whatever
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branch they come, still understand each other, and think along parallel

lines. Of course, the temperament of an algebraist is not that of an

analyst, and everyone has his own personal preferences. But it is all one

subject, and it constantly happens that classifications break downj whatever

barriers appear at one stage between the various braches of mathematics, they

have a way of collapsing, and then things get sub-divided in a quite different

manner ten or twenty years later j some of the most important progresses in

mathematics, say over the last hundred years, have come about precisely like

that, through penetration from one brach of mathematics into another, so that

a constant interchange of ideas between all branches is essential.

Even a hundred years ago, certainly a hundred and fifty years ago, the

same applied to mathematics and theoretical physics. It was part of the

business of a mathematician to know as much as there was to know in those

days about theoretical physics, and the people who by temperament were theoretical

physicists had to know practically all that was then going on in mathematics.

Here a barrier has appeared which, at any rate at the moment, seems essential.

We mathematicians do not profess to understand anything, we are completely

ignorant, so far as theoretical physics are concerned, and the converse is

true. We may occasionally make an effort - of course it is very interesting

to have theoretical physicists physically close to us, and to hear them talk

since they do try to talk to us sometimesj but it does not seem to be particularly

informative so far as our actual work is concerned. But within mathematics

(pure mathematics as some people prefer to say), there is ab-soJ,utely no barrier,

and it is essential that a constant interchange of ideas should take place.

This need has always been there, all the time through the history of

mathematics. Presumably, in the time of Archimedes, it was there, whatever

machinery there may have been to satisfy it in those daysjcertainly it was

there in the nineteenth century. There has to be some spot where the inter

change of ideas takes place. Personal correspondence has always played an

important role. The correspondence of Newton, that of Leibniz, of Bernoulli,

are an essential part of the history of mathematics in their time. But physical

connnunication has always been even more important. It has always been necessary

for the progress of mathematics that there should be somewhere a physical

location for a clearing house in mathematical ideas. In the nineteenth

century, immediately after the Napoleonic wars, the clearing house was Paris.
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When Abel or Dirichlet wanted to hear what was going on in the branches of

mathematics of special interest to them, they came to Paris. This, roughly

speaking, went on until around 1880, when Gllttingen came into prominence;

it became the main clearing house, while a secondary center subsisted in

Paris; this lasted until the first world war. Af'ter tba.t, for about ten years,

G8ttingen was the only place to play that role; somehow Paris had disappeared

from the picture.

When Hitler came to power, G8ttingen collapsed. By a very lucky aCCident,

this, as you know, was precisely the time when :nexner created this Institute.

In doing so, Flexner chose to give particular prominence to mathematics, for

a number of reasons which it is not for me to try to guess. There must have

been in his mind one obvious consideration which, it seems to me, was a very

sensible one, namely, that mathematics is probably, nowadays, the field where,

with a given outlay of money, you can get the most far-reaching results. This

is quite obvious, because mathematics depends only upon salaries and a rather

modest library, nothing like the libraries which historians require in order

to do their work; nothing like the experimental apparatus required by physicists,

chemists and so on. Mathematics, as I said, takes a comparatively very smaJ.l

outlay of money per head, so to say, to achieve maximum results. And., of course,

the timing was very fortunate, because Glltt.ingen, and German science in general,

had just collapsed, so that l'le.xner could draw upon the people who had to leave

Germany at that time, such men as Von Ileumann and Hermann Weyl. I think Hermann

Weyl is really the man who made the mathematics at t.he Institute what it is,

because of many qualities that he had, but particularly because, being a true

pupil of Hilbert, he shared that belief which I have expressed to you, that

mathematics is one science, a unified subject, and must go on as such. And

he organized things here, or rather he refrained from organiZing things, he

created things here in that spirit.

Ilow, since 1932 (it took a fev years to get started, so it would be more

accurate to say since around 1935), Princeton has played its role as the main

clearing house for mathematics in the world. In recent years (for t.he last

seven or eight years perhaps) Paris has again become a world center in the same

sense, not quite the equal of Princeton, but also very important. What I want

to emphasize is that it is absolutely essent.ial for the progress of mathematics

that t.here should be such a center, that it is very fortunate for mathematics

that. such a center has appeared in Princet.on, that it is there, and, so far
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as one can see, there is every reason why it should go on being there. The

only shadow in this picture is that of the communications with so-called iron

curtain countries. )low we have good communications with Poland, at any rate;

Polish mathematicians do come here to our and their mutual benefit. So far

we have not had a single Russian mathematician, and all our effort in that

direction has not led to anything; this is too bad, because they need contact

with such a clearing house just as much as we do. They know it very well, and

I am quite sure that they deplore the fact that they cannot use it. They do

have their own internal clearing house in M::>scow, but that is not enough to

give them full contact with world mathematics.

)low, to describe the way in which this center, this clearing house, is

actually functionlng, is quite easy. But first, it must be quite clear to you

that what is essential to our clearing house is not so much the people who are

here permanently as the people who come here for periods of, sometimes one

term, more frequently two terms, occasionally two years. So, the essential

thing in the Institute, as I see it, is the temporary member. The permanent

faculty plays an essential role in several ways. Of course, there is the work

they are doing, but that goes without saying, and wherever they would be they

would presumably do more or less the same work. If, occasionally, there is

a man on the faculty who thinks of the Institute as an ivory tower, where he

can shut himself up in his study and do his work undisturbed by the outside

world, that is fine. We can well afford to have occasicnally a man of that

type if he is of the proper caliber. But he does not contribute anything

special to the life of the Institute. Such a man just has to be left alone.

Apart from such people, Who, naturally, will occur from time to time, and for

whom I have, of course, a great respect, the essential role of the permanent

faculty, it seems to me, is to serve as nuclei around which temporary constellations

of temporary members will gather; it is to establish a contact between the

temporary members. Sometimes, when they come here, they have not- even a

common language to begin with; usually they know some English, but sometimes

not too much. Apart from such unavoidable language difficulties, it can very

well happen that the ideas of one man are highly relevant to the work of another,

but they do not know it, and they may never discover it unless there is someone,

preferably someone on the permanent faculty to tell them. That is one of the

best things that a faculty member can do; he knows about those people, because

he has taken part in appointing them; so he is in the best position to put them

in contact with each other, and tell A, ")low, you should hear what B has to
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say". Of course, this also happens through informal contacts, through lectures,

through seminars; there are lots of ways in which this can happen, but we have

to act as catalysts, whenever possible, to favor that.

Of course, we also have a basic role in maJdng the selection of those

temporary members, and, in order to do that, it is essential that we know what

is going on in mathematics, in all fields of mathematics. Up to a point,

coverage of the various branches of mathematics is far less imPOrtant to us than

it is in a university. A university must have a man, for instance, to teach

algebra, or to teach partial differential equations, and if they do not have

a man of the proper caliber, since the teaching has to be done, they take the

next best person. We would not do that. We are all agreed that we would not

and should not do that; but whenever possible, it is very desirable, and even

imPOrtant, that we have between ourselves, within the permanent faculty, a

reasonably complete coverage, so as to have some idea between ourselves of what

is going on in all branches of mathematics, and to be in a position to send

for the people who are doing really advanced work in all directions; naturally,

this also requires a certain amount of judgment, which we hope to possess;

otherwise we are doomed to failure.

Here I have a list of mathematicians, the temporary members for this year;

I have broken it down into categories, and this gives, I think, a fairly good

picture of the work we are doing. I have divided it up into Americans up to the

age of 32, Americans ab<7<e the age of 32, and foreigners. Let us begin with

the foreigners. That is where our role as a clearing house for mathematical

ideas is most prominent, and this is inseparable from our role in world mathematics.

Our foreign members, by and large, are the most prominent people, doing the most

advanced work, in every direction, all over the world, wherever and whenever we

can get hold of them. We have absolutely no rule in our School, no mechanical

criteria of selection. For instance, we do not say: "This man has no permanent

job, therefore we cannot have him, because that would be dangerous, we might be

stuck with him." We just do not care. We invite whomever we want. As I said,

the Russians, unfortunately, have not responded. Everywhere else, we have no

problems. Firstly it is generally considered an honor, all over the world, to

receive an invitation to the Institute; secondly, and this is more significant,

there is hardly any mathematician in the world who is not quite sure that there

is a great deal for him to learn in Princeton that he would find it hard to

learn anywhere else; so it is very unusual, when we want to have somebody here,

that he should not respond. Maybe he says, "I cannot come next year; I prefer

to come the year after that". But he comes. This incidentally, was a decisive
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factor in ury decision to leave Chicago and come to the Institute. There were

other factors; but there is nothing so pleasaDt to me, I must say, as to think

that whenever there is a maD anywhere, be it in fiaDce, be it in Japan, be it

in Scandinavia, whose work interests me, I do not have to go to him; I just tell

ury colleagues, "This is aD inte~s1mg maD, who is doing interesting work in such

and such a field". ADd then he is invited. It is automatic. It is automatic

as long as I show reasonably good juagment, of course. If the man I recommended

was considered by ury colleagues as a flop, then they would certainly not let

me have my way about him; but this has not happened to me yet.

lIow the majority of our foreign members are very distinguished people,

each one in his particular bra.nch, and contacts with them are likely to be

exceedingly fruitful. Occasionally we also make some invitations under the heading

"Aid to underdeveloped countries". We invite a maD who is not so prominent,

not so active, but who is isolated. We think it is very important that a maD

who is working as a teacher in a scientifically underdeveloped country should

have a chance to discover what is going on in world mathematics, and then go

back home; even if he does not do much active work himself, he can pass this

knowledge on to his students, and we hope that there will be a better man turning

up later, as a consequence of that. Occasionally we also get a very young maD

from a foreign country if he shows sufficient promise, even though he may not

have much to his credit in the way of actual achievements; but that is rather

aD exception.

lIow I come to the Americans. Last year there were about 24 foreigners,

19 Americans below ;52, 16 Americans above ;52; roughly, therefore, the three

groups are about equal.. What is the role of the Institute in AmericaD mathematics,

as distinguished from world mathematics? This role is no less essential;

in fact, if one looks at the Institute purely from the American angle, its use

fulness is even more striking. I think you will get an idea of this if I tell

you that there are very few mathematicians of any distinction in this country

who have not spent some of their young years, one year, more frequently two

years, at the Institute. They may not have come always on our funds. Very fre

quently, more and more so in recent years, they come with 115" fellowships,

or other support. But we are making no distinction; this purely financial

distinction is of importance to the people who make the budget; it is of no

importaDce at all to the mathematicians. So those young men are essen!; ially the

young men in American mathematics who give some promise of becoming somebody.

Of course, there we have much less data to go by, and therefore, we have much

more frequently to take a chance; that means that the rate of efficiency
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of the system is less; the proportion of flops is much greater. This is part

of the system; we do not have to regret it. If we were to exclude all the young

men of whom we are not quite certain that they would become distinguished

mathematicians, then perhaps we would not have any at all, or extremely few.

We can do much better by taking e proportionately rather large group of young

American mathematicians, giving them the chance of coming here into contact

with all that is best in world mathematics (incidentally also with ourselves,

with the faculty, but that may not be so important). Then, given that chance,

it is up to them to take it up and show what they can do; and I think on the

whole that we have every reason to be :pleased with the resul s; it is not only

that, in all American universities, most of the serious mathematicians are people

who have spent. some time at the Institute; but I am sure there are few of them

who would not honestly say that the time they spent at the Institute has been

a decisive influence; and to verify this, one has only to see how often, when

they have a student of some real promise, their advice to this young man is

"Go to the Institute". In recent years, a young American mathematician who

wants to learn more than he could learn from his own professors, who wants to

broaden his ideas, has had the ch0i'-ce between going to Princeton or going abroad,

frequently to ]'rance, occasionally to Germany, depending on his field. Alsp,

with federal support, contract money, and so on, it has become muqh easier

for such a young man to go to places like Harvard or Berkeley; but even now

there is no place where a young man has quite the same opportunity of coming

into contact with the best in world mathematics, as he gets in Princeton.

About the third group, there is much less to say. It consists of the more

mature American mathematicians; they mostly come to Princeton because they have

already been there in their younger years; they know what to expect. They happen

to have sabbatical leave or some other opportunity for doing work undisturbed

for a year; such people divide thelnselves, roughly speaking, between Europe and

Princeton. It goes without saying that they are among the most distinguished

people in American mathematics; many of them make the same important contributions

that the foreigners make. I put them into a different category, because

practically all the foreigners have to come here on our initiative, and our

funds; so, of course, from our point of view the machinery is rather different.

The foreigners have to be invited; we have to offer stipends to them, whereas

in the case of the Americans, what mostly happens is that we get a letter, "Vext

year I have a sabbatical, or a Guggenheim fellowship, or a contract; I do not

require any support; I should like to spend a year as a member at the Institute".

And the request is granted as a matter of course if the man has any distinction

at all as a mathematician.
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!rbis seems to complete what I bad to say. Maybe one sma.:u thing more,

which touches on our method in selecting the people we bring here. Particularly

in recent years, we try to make ourselves more usef'ul by bringing about temporary

constellations, as I said, in this or that subject. This is more delicate than

just inviting the best men we can find in every direction. We make some

additional effort to combine things so that, if during the next two or three

years we expect to invite some men who are working in one particular direction,

those in"'l1tations~.;Syilchronized;we try to avoid that a man should come here,

as has happened repeatedly before and say, "Well, it is too bad this other person

is cca1ng here next year, and I did not know it. I should have preferred to

wait another year and be in contact with him". Then, having those temporary

constellations in various directions, things arrange themselves automatically.

Io organizing effort is necessary or desirable. Automatically people with a

common interest will arrange selll1nars, lectures, or get together informally,

according to what may appear most profitable to them. I could mention some of

the seminars that have been going on this year on this or that branch; they were

of the highest possible interest to those who took part in them; but to hear

details abot!; them would be of no interest to you at all, I am sure, so I think

I will stop now.

POSTBCRIPl'

During the discussion which followed the talk, the question was raised

whether (assuming adequate financial. resources) the School of Mathematics

might increase its usef'ulness by having more temporary members. ~ answer

was in the negative. !rbis, of course, renects only JIIy personal views, but I

believe it would be shared by most of JIIy colleagues. Given the present state

of American and world mathematics, we are inviting as many temporary members

as we care to•• Some of us, occasional.ly, may find themselves favoring a

slight increase, while some may feel that a slightly more restrictive policy

than is followed now could work to our advantaae; but the percentages invol"fed

in such disagreements are sma.:u. !fo me, at any rate, any substantial.

departure 1'rCllll our present numbers is unthinkable as long as the general.

picture, in American and world. mathematics, remains more or less what it is nov.

'inally, I wish to repair here one important omission (in JIIy talk and

the ensuing discussion). Speaking of the Institute, I made no mention of

the University and of our relations with it. Of course the mathematical.

center in Princeton would not at all be what it is, and we could not function
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as we do, if there were not here, side by side with us, a University with

a strong department of mathematics. In this respect, too, l"lexner showed

his wisdom, by creating the Institute, not in a vacuum, but as a next-door

neighbor to Princeton University. Of our relations with our colleagues

and with the students there, there is nothing to say except that "happy

people have no history". We share seminars, lectures, library facilities,

scientific information with them; our relations with them, personal and

scientific, are close, free and informal; our best hope is that things

will go on like that in the future and there is every reason to expect that

they will.
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around 1}35, Pr1neeton :t place 0 t

clear1.D8 be for t~t1cs in the years, for the l.aat.

a«n~ or _lsht years, say, Paris hu what one III1Pt

a 8 ondary center in t _ lIeIlll , not quite e of nceton, b

abo 1JlI;portant center. lIb4t I to z is that 1t is sbsalut

e s 1&1 for th propoe of thematics the'll sbou1d eucha c er,

t 1t is very fort tor :tics that a c

PriDe QU, it 18 t , , 80 tar .. one I tb 1. r sean

it sbou1d go on be1tl8 th • The on1y in this p1et 18 b&t of

COIIlIaJIl1cs ions wUh so-ealled iron curtain couutri • ell, now ve ba;

CCllII!IUIlUlIl::t1 with PolaJId, at ra, Pollsh belllatic do c

re, a 1ot, So far we have DOt a siJlg1_ ian t1cilm,

all our effort DOt 1ed to allj'th1ng, which 18 'f'erY untortUDat

they ontaet with IIUllh clelt.r1D6 j as IlIUCh we do. 'they knov

1t Yer)' veil, and I that th dep1 t tact that they cannot

It. And they ha their c1e&r1J18 , 1r intenIeJ. cle&r1Jl8

lIO\~ in Moscow, lIut t t 18 to g1ve c ad; v1th r14

t1cs.

Bow, to Bcrt e th in which th1 ceut r, this cleer1%18 house, is

y t'unctioning, 18 quite easYJ I start lt in tist1cal te •
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ell, :first, Wen I epeek ~ a c1.,_rulR bouH, lt

110

r:teetly clear 0

the people vbo

pl.e c here for periods of,

t~, occu1o'IIILJL..LY two Vl!IILra , tess IIt1al

1t, 1&I,1nt

acult:r pllQ'B an e~mt1al role 1n sewral

do1Dg, ut bat

t y would prell\lllabJ.:y do JM)re or 18th

, Of COllrH,

work;

h re 1B

y voul

1.r, occu1onaJJy,

there is a IIBn on the taculty vbo t hi nk8 ot the In8t1tut u an 1'¥01'Y tow ,

at lid Y the

out81de world, thst 18 t • wec well. aftord to have occu1onall:r a lIlIID

1Il"J}le1r call r. But that 1& separate jo t :t tY]jle it

ocmtrlbu:te anyt

1& of t

8pec: to the lite of the IrI.Bt1tut , 8Ucll a

8 not

just

left alone. , part; tr'OIIl BUCh pec:lple, who, naturalJ.y, v1ll occ

t r spect when t ey

perJll&lleIIt

h lID e tem,po

they

bec:awlO to elltJohl1ah a

t

tortr'OIIl t1Jlle to t1Jlle, I :ve, of cours , ..

&re bere, part; tr'OIIl 8uch pec:lpl.e, t 8SeIIt1al 1'01

t ulty, 1t ., 18 to u lei lU'l)lll:11

ott~_1IIbt~ vUl th ,

t temp::lrary

cOlllJBtella:t1

contact bet

ish

8aII18t:~8 it can very 11

&re very re..."""'- to the l/Onor

DC cCCllC)n 1&D6\L!lg1. to be81n with. ell,

8OII1Ilt:1JE8 not too JIIUCh.they

ne'11er dUcover 1t unle8s tthey do not 1t, and they

_1IlClI:., preferably IlCllleOI:lll an the pnllBlleu:t t ult

18

of be

t a xacUL~.:r ..Iber

has taken hi8 part 1n P1lO1IIt1

tD

m:ws Uolat ~>o... people,

thsl 1n c nta.ct with

to say." Of course,tell A," , yo Bbould hearr,
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~ot ~ in 1Ib1ch th1a can happen, u:t ba to act

catylists '4benever po8sibJ.. to favor that.

or course, also • b!usic ro~e in ""Idns 1;h s lect10n 01: thos

t rary era, , in to do that, 1t ill ry s ent1al that

knov vbat is go1Jlg 0 in tic., 1n all fi :thelMt1c • Up to

• po1nt, c0veI'88 ,~ UB, or the var10ua .1ect :t1cs

1a tar lesa ilD;portant 1t 1a 1n • university. versity IIIUB1: :ore &

, tor 1nstallce, to t alge ra, or to ach 1&1 ditterent1al

eq :t10 , and 11' they dO not :ore a man ~ 1;h proper e4U r, sillC the

t baa to 'be no, they take a man 111 not ~ the proper caliber, the

next 11 st}?erBOtl. 111 1IQUld DOt 'that. are all~ that would not

.tlould not do thatJ , i 18 very desirable, and

e:ven 1JIqlortant, that we n ourseI:ves, n the peXlllBnent

raculty, a ly CQIlXp1 c e flO to have idea bet our-

sel: a 01' vbat 18 601n8 on in all branche. ~:t iCS, and in a po tion

o send tor the poopl are dOing really advanced rk in di ct1ona,

1Ib1eh :turally requJ.re a certain of J , 1Ilb1oh hope

pone -- but t 1s h1na eae ll8B1n.

Jrow, he I have a list 0:1' the ticians, t e temporary r for

this year, I bad curtonty to break. 1t into catS60ries, and thia

giws, I th1nk a perfectly picture 01' the work we are doing. I ha'W

divided it up into Amer1c to the ese of 32, riaan the. of 32,

to 19nera. Well, lut gin, it you wish, with t f'ore1&Uers. :t is

vhere our role clearing hous tor tical i as is IIIOst prom:l.nent,

and th1s ill i Ie our 1 in 1d tics. Our to , by

and luge, t lit people, 401Ilg most adVllJlCed vork, in

every direction, all over t world, '!berever whenever can get bold of'

th 'ha ab801 ely DO rule in our School, 1)0 ehan1c criteria of'
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do DOt , th1a DO pe.....nolXt .10 re,

h1IIl, '",
• J do e 1uvi

be: 8}lOllded. a ar,
4ia. DOt lIlJCIQded.

ly it 18, ,
1nv1 tiOll to

I•

, 1t 18

COl:lS1delred an boDar,

t.bereto

vit

re 1s DO

a de<:is1

IlIstitlIte.

~t there 18 a great

~Iwb_ ellie, 'o/bich_1oZl8

, that he a.aau.La not

; I ""'........ pre! r to

., i%lcide:ablJ..1:y,

to

he COIIl4 DOt 1

to

•

de<:181cm to ]Aractor in

cr, say, .. to

• , it in J'1'8llC , it in Ja:PBn,

1M 110 in ¥bose 'WOr .-, I do DOt ba to 0, ,
to h1IIl, I .1 tell call -, "Thi. 1_ i •,
1nt 1ng work in II\lCh a rieL n 1a 1nY1te4. It 18

&Ut<-etlc. Itia t.1c ~ asI .1 :at,ar c

U I considered y all as a nap, it

18 h1JIg elII , blIt '-hi. DOt to yet.

i all foreigners, ony, ,
-r.t Milt ., icular ranch, Y1th

_ are 11 keJ:y to • C i ...])'1

1nv1tati t "Aid to ..." 1nv:1te

a ¥bo is DOt 80 prce1 nent I DOt ae1;ive, bIl't Who 18 isolated.. 1lIIe

'-hi. ha,~ms in So1;tth _=c:a. The 1 tt. 41aaua_ed a case 11ke tba , 1t
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• trca Iarael. th1nk 1~ 18 ry that. 18 vo'=LI16

as a ~ in an w1.oped, ee1eu1l1t'1cally ry,

ba'ft • • to d1 wba.t 18 &0 on in ~d t1cs, t 0

, and 1:t he doe. nat do act1ve york h1:ID8el1', h can peas

thi. knolI1 ~o ta, and we v1ll b a better

la~er, as a consequenc 0 tl»;.

praa1s trca 1"oreip countries,

I to • I Ai , ~)se

rically • I tin4 1"or U. l&n 24

1"~, 19 Amer1c:ana bel.ov 32, 16 Amer1ClUl8 :52, meaning, ro ,

~e grou;pa are eq thia ,;t 1s ral at" the Inat1tut

in can 1ca, d1at1ngu11lhed trca ~d lila :tics. Nov thi8

rol 1s no 1 88 eaent1al, in tact, 0 1t is even IIIOre atr1k1ng

1:t lookll a~ ~ Inst1 • purely trca the ell, bot

very atr1k1n8, \lut 1t 1" ly Irl;r • I tb1nk ,ou v1ll an i

1:t I u;r, t 18 1"1rs 0 J~hely a : t.bere certoa1lnly

ext 1"f!V, 1:t, t1c1ana 01" d1at1DdiOl1 in 1s co who

ba nat at" ye8l'8, i"req: y t1IO years,

at Insti~ute. y liOIIld not he on our , our at1 •

Vtrry trequantly, IIX1nt and IllO 80 in recent s, come v1th 1"ellov-

IIhJlpa, or other B\IiPllOrt. But are -ki'lS no d1at1Dct10n; this purely

1" 1al d1n1nct1on 18 0 1mpo to people who e ~be etj 1~ 18

at" no rtanc all to ~ _ 1c1ana ( d18reprded?) • So thoe

.en are sseut1ally th _ in can tics gt'ft

praaise oi" 'body. or 0 ~here ta to 60 Y,

t ere1"ore we have IlIOn treqllJ to t a chIl.nc ; that that

the em.c1ency ot t 8 18 ollv1ously les..!'be ;proportion ot flops 18

IIIUCh greater, tor obv:l reasons. this 1& part ot ~h system; do not
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have 1:0 regret this. If' 1;0 exc~ude all 1:M ~ung .en ot vhaII ¥

are DOt quite eertain that 'the,. vculd d1.81:iJlgu1abed _t t1eians, then

1l1'l:>bll1ll.~)' vould DOt have at all, or ext~ tev, aDd that would e

ry untortunat. We can 0 IIUCh ter 'It)' telrtns a rather ~ar8., proport1ons.tu

larg_ gro~ ot ;young Amer1c tic1lll111, g1~ them the chalice ot caa1n8

her 1Ilto cont~ With all 18 81: in vor~d ~1c., 1nc1~ &1.80

wi'th ourselves, with the t t,., ltut I, 1IlI can llIIl1JJtain our awn

(8IlIOJl8?) our colleaaues, ut that 18 even DOt 80 1JlIportant. And, g1ven that

chance, then it is ~ 1;0 t 1;0 t.ake 1t lI,l), aDd show Vbat the,. can do; and I

think on the llbo~e ve have every reason 1;0 b pleaaed with the results, as, ~,

one could .ake 81:at181:1c., aDd shov how, in all riean unhers1t1es, all the

dist1Dgu1ahed _t :t1a1llllll DOt only are people vbo have spent IICIIle t1llle at

the Inst1 ut , but I woul DOt hone81:~)'

sq that the t1ae they apeut at t.he Institut has a a1s1ve innuence;

aDd to verity this, 0 has o~:r to s t :t vhenever one ot those people

vbo has 'It n at the Inst1tute in their ~ung r ;years has a 81:udent ot sane

real praD1se, then his II4v1c 1;0 this)'Dung un 111, • Go 1;0 the Inst1tute. II

'ftIat happens 1nvar1 ~y. , in r recent yean,

tia1an vbo vants 1;0 ~earn IDOre 'than he ould ~earn with his ovn

protessors, vbo vants to broaden his 1de aDd to acquire a ltl'Ollder out~ook,

has had the cho1ce, ~, the choic has been bet 801Ilg to Pr1Dceton or

8011:18 a road, ~uentJ.y to J'rance, occasionally 1;0 Gerw.ny, dependi~ on his

t1~d. , with tederal ~rt, contract lIIOI3ey, 80 on, 1t has 11 c~

much easier tor place. ~1ke BarYard, aDd J1erk~y, and a tev other., to do

iml1ar kind ot work, in a s JDOre 81: wlq; but nell nov there 1& DO

place vhere a young JaZ1 has a Similar chalice, Juat as I said, cClll1ns into

coDtact with the st in vor~d math :t1c. as it 18 in Pr1nceton.
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llov the th1rd g:roup - there 18 JJI1I.ch lea to 8tq about it. That 18 the

ly

ImoV JlK)re or 1es8

mathelllat1c1&n8; and the)'

there 1n their 10 er WlILrlI, 10

to Princeton ause

t to ~, they ~ to ba a lIalllMlt1<:al opportunity far

for a year. And,~, that srolW divides itself,

Pr1ncetQD obvioualy ImoV 1; to ~, they have lIeen 10 re fore. Its

to tIlose people, of course, it • v1tbout sayins, the are also -)I16 th

I put thma into a

IIIOst dist1ngu18hed peo~ in Alllerican mathematica,

same 1JIlportant contrtllut10 that the foreigner. ask

o thma ethe

d1fferent cat gory, be~lJIe praet1<:&lly all the foreign ra have to COllle here

QD our 1n1tiati , and on our fuzIda, so, of cour.e, trail our point of

v1evthe h1nery 1. rather d1nereut. 'l'be foreigners v bave to invite, and

have to offer st1penda to th , vbareaa in h c of the ncans, wbat

IIIOst1)' happens is, we get a letter, "Iext year I have & .tical; I have

G enhe1Jl fellOVllh1p, or a oZItract; I cW nat require 81J.)' support; I ehould

Uk to spend a year a .-bar at the In.stitute." And the ro:q:"w,n 18

a tter of <:OUr8e if the all as a

.. tic1an.

(RO a es:t10D that Well <:aut v1thout feel.1ns pre ed).

I cW nat feel pressed, lIut it __ to that I have said essentiallY

all I had to 1Itq. well,~ -u thins 1IK)r8, 1Ih1ch toucbe. on our hod

in .e1e<:tins the people we r1Jlg bere. Part1cuJ.ar1)' in rec ZIt years, we try

to rary caDa:tellatione, aa I

sa1d, in this or that ject. 'l'h18 18 re dellc e than invit1Jlg just the
men we can t1Dd in nery direction. We lIIlIlte IlOIII8 additional effort to

lIest
cClllll1Jle th1nsB 80 tbat if dur1Jlg the next 10\10 or thre years we expect to
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1nv1t BaDe IMJ1 vbo are work1llg in ODe part1cular direct1on, we II &ale

e!rort to e that .1aulta:aeoua rather than :n a c bere, &8 baa

happened repeatedly tore, 8&Y, " ell, 1t 1, too bad this other raon

1, cOOl1ng here DeXt year, aDd I did not Imov 1t. I IbouJ.d have pret rred

to wait aDOther year H in contact with h1IIl. n So try to avoid this,

vb1ch 18 not al pou1bl. , \ut this also halps. ADd. then, baving toos.,

as I ea1d, tem;porary constallAt10 in vario direct10Ill1, then th thing

organizea 1tsalt autCJlllllt1cally. 50 organizing !rort 18 neceBISIU7 or

des1rPle certainl )' at all. The thing orglUl1ze 1t elf a t1cally 1IIto

lIem1rw,.. in this and that lU1rI.1ect. I could 1llelIt1011 IlOlIIII at the !!!1MnI that

have been going on this year on thiB or that ranch, and tOOs inars v re

or the highest poSl1'll1 interest to those who took part in th , and to h

deta1J.' about them would • ot no int rest all to JOu, I quit sure, so

I th1J:lk I v1ll atop her •
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